CASE STUDY

MANAGED PUBLIC CLOUD FOR SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY

Social Services Agency Finds Visibility and Future-Proofing with Managed Public Cloud from Unitas Global
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THE CHALLENGE

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS A TOP-DOWN INITIATIVE, OFTEN LED WITH A VISION FROM THE C-SUITE. CIOS AND CEOS ARE MOST OFTEN REPORTED AS OWNING OR SPONSORING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES—28% AND 23% RESPECTIVELY.

– 14 Digital Transformation Statistics & Why They Matter to the Enterprise

WHEN COMARED TO 2018, HYBRID CLOUD ADOPTION HAS INCREASED BY 7%

– RightScale 2019 State of the Cloud Report from Flexera
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THE CHALLENGE

THE CEO OF A MULTI-SITE ADOPTION AND FOSTER CARE AGENCY FEARED THAT HIS COMPANY’S IT INFRASTRUCTURE WAS NOT WELL-POSITIONED FOR THE FUTURE.

KEY CHALLENGES

• Aging equipment
• Costly inefficiencies
• Need for standardized business practices to ensure future business success

The company’s physical IT equipment was aging. Their staff was not up to date on the latest technologies and best practices. Their IT procedures across their dozens of locations were not carried out in a standardized, cost effective way.

The CEO wished to put IT at the forefront of his business to ensure the success of his agency for years to come. He needed a strategic partner he could trust to define, migrate, and manage the agency’s cloud transition.
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THE SOLUTION

UNITAS GLOBAL WORKED WITH THE AGENCY TO DEFINE A CLOUD STRATEGY THAT WOULD BE A HYBRID OF PRIVATE CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC CLOUD SERVICES.

The requirements necessitated revamping the agency’s existing data center build-out and creating a new hybrid cloud solution. The private cloud component was hosted in an off-premise data center. For file servers, disaster recovery and backups,

Unitas migrated the client’s workloads out of AWS and into Microsoft Azure. This also allowed the client’s Office 365, SharePoint, and other Microsoft business applications to be backed up directly in Microsoft Azure.

Unitas built out the client’s new hybrid cloud in a smaller footprint, reducing overall power and space requirements.
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OUTCOME

• GREATER EFFICIENCIES
• COST SAVINGS
• VISIBILITY AND CONFIDENCE IN IT ORGANIZATION

Because the cloud footprint was reduced in size, the client experienced significant cost savings on their IT infrastructure. They also achieved reduced public cloud costs with their migration to Microsoft Azure.

What the client found to be the largest benefit in this partnership was the ability to leverage Unitas’ engineering and architecture expertise. With the help of those experts, the client was able to gain visibility into their IT processes and infrastructure.

After the implementation of Unitas Global’s managed hybrid cloud solution, the client’s CEO achieved the confidence that his company was poised for success in the present and for years to come.
Find out what a hybrid cloud solution looks like for you.

publiccloud@unitasglobal.com